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Abstract
We present a simplified version of the lowest-order embedded point mass gravitational lens theory
and then make the extension of this theory to any embedded transparent lens. Embedding a lens
effectively reduces the gravitational potential’s range, i.e., partially shields the lensing potential
because the lens mass is made a contributor to the mean mass density of the universe and not sim-
ply superimposed upon it. We give the time-delay function for the embedded point mass lens from
which we can derive the simplified lens equation by applying Fermat’s least-time principle. Even
though rigorous derivations are only made for the point mass in a flat background, the generaliza-
tion of the lens equation to lowest-order for any distributed lens in any homogeneous background
is obvious. We find from this simplified theory that embedding can introduce corrections above
the few percent level in weak lensing shears caused by large clusters but only at large impacts.
The potential part of the time delay is also affected in strong lensing at the few percent level.
Additionally we again confirm that the presence of a cosmological constant alters the gravitational
deflection of passing photons.
PACS numbers: 98.62.Sb
Keywords: General Relativity; Cosmology; Gravitational Lensing;
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a simplified version of the embedded lens theory given in Refs. [1–
4] which can easily be used by anyone familiar with conventional lensing theory, see Sec.V.
Our investigations into embedded lenses began as an attempt to settle a dispute about the
effect, or the lack thereof, of the cosmological constant Λ on gravitational lensing [5–13]. To
be certain that the usual lensing approximations would not introduce erroneous Λ effects,
we found it necessary to strictly impose Einstein’s gravity theory while making the lensing
mass a contributor to the mean mass density of the universe. We found that such a lens,
an embedded lens, was effectively shielded beyond a certain range and that shielding has
a far more important effect on time delays and weak lensing shears than does the presence
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of the cosmological constant. Our simplified lens theory will significantly simplify modeling
effects of individual inhomogeneities (e.g., clusters of galaxies and cosmic voids) on observed
cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature anisotropies at large angles, in particular
modeling the integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect [14].
Unfortunately the theory, in the form previously presented and to an accuracy required
to detect Λ corrections, is sufficiently complicated to discourage its use. However, we have
now succeeded in simplifying the theory by replacing previously used image impact position
variables by observable image position angles, and by keeping only the most important terms,
i.e., correction terms caused by shielding. In this paper we present this theory in a form
which is easily compared with the conventional theory. We start with a short description
of the embedded lens model and the perturbation scheme we use to compute the relevant
lensing quantities. We then describe how the current simplified results are arrived at from
previous more complicated expressions by changing the independent lensing variables from
the minimum radial coordinate r0 and the local impact angle φ˜1, see Fig. 1, to the observer’s
image angle θI , see Fig. 2. In addition to giving the lens equation as a function of θI we also
give the time-delay function, i.e., the excess time light takes to reach the observer because it
encounters the embedded point mass lens. By applying Fermat’s least time principle [15, 16]
to this time-delay function the entire lens theory, to the lowest order, is reproduced. We also
conclude that because we can interpret the lowest-order equation within the conventional
theory as lensing by a point mass plus a negative surface mass density, we are able to extend
this theory to any embedded transparent lens, see Sec.VI.
II. THE EMBEDDED LENS MODEL
In previous work Refs. [1–4] we have investigated, in depth, effects of embedding on the
point mass lens equation and on all resulting image properties. However, application of that
theory is quite complex because of the lens impact variables used. Our embedded point
mass lens remains a spherical comoving mass void (see Figs. 1 and 2) in a flat pressureless
Friedman-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe, containing the cosmic mass m re-
moved from the void condensed at its center [17, 18]. The actual geometry in the void is
described by the Kottler metric [19] which is similar to Schwarzschild’s geometry but with
the addition of a cosmological constant Λ. This lens model is used to maintain absolute cor-
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FIG. 1. A photon travels left to right entering a Kottler void at r = r1, φ = pi− φ˜1 and returns to
the FLRW dust at r = r1 + ∆r, φ = φ˜1 + ∆φ. The photon’s orbit has been chosen symmetric in
Kottler coordinates about the point of closest approach r = r0, φ = pi/2. Due to the cosmological
expansion, ∆r > 0. The slope of the photon’s co-moving trajectory in the x-y plane is ξ1 when
incoming and ξ1+α after exiting. The deflection angle α, see Eq. (4), is negative by convention and
is precisely and uniquely defined by this figure. Expressions for r1, ∆r, ξ1, and ∆φ as functions of
the two impact parameters, r0 and φ˜1, can be found in Refs. [1–3]. The minimum radial coordinate
r0 as a function of φ˜1 was given in Eq. (A1) of Ref. [4] and allowed r1, α, etc., to be given as
functions of φ˜1 alone.
rectness of the gravity theory and hence avoid approximation errors in the lensing theory.
A universe filled with such voids is called a Swiss cheese universe and has historically been
used to compute effects of inhomogeneities on distance-redshift relations [20–26] and on the
anisotropy of the CMB [27–32]. The comoving radius χb of a lens void centered at comoving
distance χd, equivalent to a redshift zd from the observer in the FLRW background (see
Fig. 2), is related to the Schwarzschild radius rs ≡ 2Gm/c
2 of the embedded lens by
rs = Ωm
H20
c2
χ3b , (1)
where H0 is the Hubble constant, Ωm is the usual matter density parameter, and the current
radius of the flat universe has been taken equal to 1. Throughout, a subscript ‘d’ on evolving
quantities means evaluated precisely at the cosmic time td equivalent to zd. We refer to zd
as the deflector’s redshift, and think of td as the time when the observed photons passed
the deflector, even though a passing time is not precisely defined. For example the lens void
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FIG. 2. Lensing geometry of an embedded point mass lens. A photon travels from a source
located at angular position θS , a comoving distance χs from the observer, and enters a Kottler
void of comoving radius χb centered at comoving distance χd from the observer. The photon is
deflected by an angle α (< 0) and returns to the FLRW dust on its way to the observer, where it
appears at angle θI . The maximum image angle θI is θM ≡ χb/χd and occurs when the light ray
grazes the Kottler void. The significant simplification of the lens theory given in this paper occur
because we have been able to replace φ˜1 of Fig. 1 with the image angle θI shown here by using
Eq. (3).
expands with the background cosmology and had a physical radius rd = χb/(1 + zd) at the
precise time td.
In the next section we explain the approximation procedure we use to obtain the embed-
ded point mass lensing results and in Sec. IV we arrive at the new lensing formulae from
the previous more complicated expressions. The key is to use the image position angle as
the independent variable rather than an impact variable. In Sec.V we drop all but the
lowest order terms and obtain what we call the simplified embedded theory. In Sec.VI we
then explain how the simplified, but rigorous, point mass results are generalized to include
distributed lenses.
III. THE APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUE
Because embedded lensing quantities we wish to compute, such as the bending angle,
the image magnification, etc., depend nonlinearly on small parameters we resort to a series
expansion of the desired quantities in these small parameters. For an embedded point mass
lens calculation in a flat FLRW background cosmology where the image angle θI is used as
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the independent variable, three independent small parameters are relevant: χb/χd, rs/rd,
and Λr2d, (see Figs. 1 and 2). Rather than introducing three independent perturbation pa-
rameters, one for each of these small quantities, we observe from Eq. (1) that for a fixed
FLRW cosmology and fixed lens redshift zd, the three parameters vary with the embedded
mass as χb/χd ∝ r
1/3
s , rs/rd ∝ r
2/3
s , and Λr2d ∝ r
2/3
s . The first of the three parameters χb/χd
is the same as the angular radius θM of the void as seen by the observer, see Fig. 2. When
we are interested in a galaxy or cluster lens at zd = 0.5 in the concordance cosmology θM is
of order 10−2–10−3. The next two parameters are approximately of a numerical order that is
the square of that. Consequently we can keep track of the various orders of approximation
by introducing a single perturbation parameter δ. If we want to keep only first-order terms
in a calculation, δ1 terms, we only keep terms containing θM to the first power. If we want
to keep second-order terms, δ2 terms, we additionally keep (θM )
2, rs/rd, and Λr
2
d terms.
Extension to higher order terms is obvious. To actually isolate terms of the same order
in an expression we multiply each by the appropriate power of δ and collect all terms of
that same power. As is common practice with perturbation techniques, we then give δ the
numerical value of 1 so as not to alter the value of the expression.
For the embedded point mass lens an additional complication occurs. The lowest-order
terms explicitly containing rs/rd, and Λr
2
d are square roots of the form
βd ≡
vd
c
=
√
rs/rd + Λr2d/3 =
Hd
c
rd, (2)
where vd is the expansion rate of the void’s boundary as measured by static observers at
the boundary and where Hd is the Hubble parameter at the lens redshift zd. Equation (2),
as well as Eq. (1), are consequences of the geometry of embedding. When βd appears in an
expression it is given the order δ1 and is kept as βd for notational convenience even though
it is not an independent parameter.
If the reader wants to apply our results to a lens where the three parameters θM , rs/rd,
and Λr2d are not of the respective orders discussed above he/she can do so. The results given
will be correct but the reader simply has to be aware that all terms collected as δn terms
for a fixed n are not necessarily numerically similar.
The approximation technique described here was used in Ref. [4] where a local impact
angle φ˜1 was used rather than the image position angle θI . In Refs. [1–3] we used the
minimum impact coordinate r0 rather than rd to form two of the three small expansion
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parameters; however, the expansion technique was essentially the same.
IV. CHANGING INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
The rigorously derived embedded point mass lens equation to order δ4 was given in our
earlier work Refs. [1, 2] where we computed lensing quantities as functions of two impact
variables of the Kottler metric, the minimum impact radius r0 and the void impact angle
φ˜1 , see Fig. 1. In Refs. [3, 4] we succeeded in eliminating the minimum impact radius r0 in
favor of the single void impact angle φ˜1, see Eq. (A1) of Ref. [4], and were consequently able
to write the lens equation, etc., as functions of φ˜1 alone. Only now have we succeeded in
eliminating φ˜1 in favor of the observation angle θI and in truly simplifying the embedded
point mass lens equation.
The steps we follow to obtain the simplified theory are as follows: By iteratively inverting
the image position θI(φ˜1) as given in Eq. (8) of Ref. [4] as a function of previously used impact
variable φ˜1, we obtain φ˜1 as a function of θI/θM
φ˜1 = sin
−1(θI/θM)+δβd (θI/θM)−δ
2


θ2M
6
(θI/θM)
3√
1− (θI/θM)2
+
rs
rd
[√
1− (θI/θM)2
]3
(θI/θM)

+O
(
δ
3
)
.
(3)
In this and in the following expressions θI ≤ θM are both individually treated as order δ
1
but θI/θM ≤ 1 is of order δ
0. For the orbit approximation used to derive the embedded
lens theory to be valid the following lower limits on orbit parameters must be adhered to:
sin φ˜1 ≪ rs/r0 ⇒ sin
2 φ˜1 ≪ rs/rd ⇒ (θI/θM)
2 ≪ rs/rd. We could give Eq. (3) to a higher
order but for our current purposes it isn’t needed. By using Eq. (3) to eliminate φ˜1 in the
deflection angle α(φ˜1) given by Eq. (7) of Ref. [4] the embedded point mass deflection angle
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shown in Figs. 1 & 2 is written as a function of the image angle θI as
α = −
2rs
rd
[[[√
1− (θI/θM )2
]3
(θI/θM)
+ δ2
{
θI
√
1− (θI/θM)2
(
1
6
θM
[
1 + 2(θI/θM)
2
]
−
1
2
βd
[
1− (θI/θM)
2
])
+
rs
rd
(
1
16
√
1− (θI/θM)2
(θI/θM )
[
3− 14(θI/θM)
2 + 20(θI/θM)
4
]
+
15
16
cos−1 [θI/θM ]
(θI/θM)2
−
3
4
(θI/θM) log
[
1 +
√
1− (θI/θM)2
1−
√
1− (θI/θM)2
])}
+O
(
δ
3
)]]
, (4)
and from the lens equation (6) of Ref. [4], the embedded lens equation now becomes
θS = θI −
θ2E
θM
[[[√
1− (θI/θM)2
]3
(θI/θM )
+ δ2
{
rs
rd
[
15
16
cos−1 (θI/θM)
(θI/θM)2
+
1
16
√
1− (θI/θM)2
(θI/θM)
[
3− 14(θI/θM )
2 + 20(θI/θM)
4
]
−
3
4
(θI/θM) log
1 +
√
1− (θI/θM )2
1−
√
1− (θI/θM )2
]
−
1
2
βd θM
[
(θI/θM)
√
1− (θI/θM)2
(
1− (θI/θM )
2 −
2
3
χd
χds
[
4− (θI/θM )
2
])
+
χd
χds
(θI/θM) log
1 +
√
1− (θI/θM )2
1−
√
1− (θI/θM)2
]
(5)
+
1
6
θ2M
[
(θI/θM)
√
1− (θI/θM)2
([
1 + 2(θI/θM)
2
]
+ 3
χd
χds
[
1− (θI/θM)
2
])]}
+O
(
δ
3
)]]
.
The only new parameter appearing in the embedded point mass lens equation is the familiar
non-embedded angular Einstein ring radius
θE ≡
√
2 rsDds
DdDs
, (6)
where Dd, Ds, and Dds are angular diameter distances, respectively of the deflector, source,
and source relative to the deflector. The embedded value of the Einstein ring size is found
by putting θS = 0 and iteratively solving for θI . The maximum value of the image angle θI
is θM and occurs for the primary image when the light ray from the source just grazes the
spherical void. For this maximum image angle, the deflection angle is zero and the source
is likewise located at θM . For a massive galaxy or cluster lens (M = 10
12M⊙ or 10
15M⊙)
at redshift zd = 0.5, and a source at zs = 1.0, the Einstein ring radius θE is respectively
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1′′.66 or 52′′.6, much smaller than the maximum image angle, i.e., θE/θM = 0.0085 or 0.027.
Consequently both strong and weak lensing effects are seen within the void.
The lowest-order dependence of the bending angle α on Λ is clearly demonstrated by the
presence of βd in Eq. (4) at second-order. The vanishing of terms of order δ
1 is surprising
since they are present when φ˜1 is used as the independent image variable, see Eqs. (6) and
(7) of Ref. [4]. What we see is that when θI is used as the independent variable, terms
of order δ1 all vanish, including βd terms, and hence Λ is no longer present at first-order
[33, 34]. This seems somewhat paradoxical, Λ does/doesn’t affect bending at a given order
depending on what independent variable is used, r0 or θI . But as with most paradoxes the
controversy is one of definitions; the δ0 term in Eq. (4) will again produce a δ1 term when
the inverse of Eq. (3) is used to replace θI by φ˜1.
The initial controversy over Λ’s effect on lensing seems to persist primarily because photon
orbits in the Kottler space-time, when parameterized by r0, do not depend on Λ. The lack of
an effect on the photon’s orbit is extended beyond the point mass lens to include distributed
mass lenses by working in appropriate weak field gauges. The orbit’s independence of Λ,
along with the verbal justification that Λ acts isotropically, has been enough to continue
fueling the no-Λ effect supporters [6, 7, 10, 13]. Rindler and Ishak [5] have given the most
significant criticism of the no-Λ effect position by pointing out that simply knowing an orbit
is not sufficient to measure an angle; to do that you additionally need an observer and a
reference direction. Obviously the value of the angle measured depends on which observer is
doing the measuring and what reference direction is used [8, 9, 11] but all reasonable choices
produce bending angles that depends on Λ at some order. For our embedded lens we have
made the only logical choice of observers, comoving FLRW observers, and the only logical
reference direction, the initial direction of the photon, for measuring the deflection angle α
(see Fig. 1). The observers are unique, and because the spatial FLRW background is flat,
the initial photon direction is defined for all comoving observers and all times. Because the
bending angle is determined by the gravitational interaction occurring over a small spatial
extent (i.e., while in the void) cosmological distances cannot be intrinsic contributors to
α’s dependence on Λ. For example, α as given by Eq. (32) of Ref. [1] doesn’t contain any
dependence on Λ via a cosmological distance. However, by using orbit parameters and
impact variables that depend on angular diameter distances such additional Λ dependence
can be introduced as seen in Eq. (7) of Ref. [4] and Eq. (4) above. At what order that
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dependence appears depends on which independent orbit variable is used, φ˜1 or θI .
The embedded lensing time-delay function T (θS, θI) as given next is the difference in
arrival times of two signals, one lensed and one not, both starting simultaneously at a
fixed comoving source distance χs and reaching the observer at respective times t0 and
t0 − T (θS, θI). The total time delay is commonly written as a sum of geometrical and
potential parts [2, 35], which for the embedded point mass, were given in Equations (10)
and (14) of Ref. [2] and Equations (22) and (23) of Ref. [4] as functions of impact variables
r0 and φ˜1. By eliminating r0 and φ˜1 in favor of θI and by using the lens equation to simplify
the geometrical part (the first part containing (θS − θI)
2/2) we obtain
cT (θS, θI) = (1 + zd)
DdDs
Dds
{
(θS − θI)
2
2
− θ2E
[
1
2
log
(
θI/θM
1 +
√
1− (θI/θM)2
)2
+
1
3
[
4− (θI/θM)
2
]√
1− (θI/θM)2 +O
(
δ
2
)]}
. (7)
This expression, without the (1 + zd) factor, is the embedded Fermat potential [36] whose
minimization gives the lens equation [15, 16], but only accurate to order δ1, compare Eqs. (5)
and (8). In Eq. (7) we have given T (θS, θI) to the maximum accuracy we can, i.e., to order
δ
1, given that we have computed the lens equation to an accuracy no higher than δ4. In
other words we would need the lens equation to even higher order than Eq. (5) to compute
the Fermat potential to any higher order.
V. THE EMBEDDED LENS THEORY TO LOWEST ORDER
If we drop the δ2 terms in Eq. (5) we obtain what we call the simplified embedded point
mass lens equation
θS = θI −
θ2E
θI
[√
1− (θI/θM)2
]3
. (8)
It is accurate to order δ1 even though all δ1 terms happen to vanish because θI is used as
the independent variable. This equation is also obtained by varying cT (θS, θI) of Eq. (7)
with respect to the image angle θI , i.e., by applying Fermat’s least time principle. The con-
ventional linear point mass lensing equation, without embedding, is regained by neglecting
the (θI/θM ) term.
Image properties can easily be derived from Eq. (8). The inverse image matrix eigenvalues
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(respectively axial and radial) are found to be
aφ = 1−
(
θE
θI
)2 [√
1− (θI/θM)2
]3
,
ar = 1 +
(
θE
θI
)2 [
1 + 2 (θI/θM)
2
]√
1− (θI/θM)2. (9)
The reciprocal amplification is
µ−1 = 1 + 3
(
θE
θM
)2√
1− (θI/θM )2 −
(
θE
θI
)4 [
1 + 2 (θI/θM )
2
] [
1− (θI/θM)
2
]2
, (10)
with a normalized effective surface mass density κ present
κ = −
3
2
(
θE
θM
)2√
1− (θI/θM)2. (11)
This angular dependent negative term exactly equals the projected surface mass density of
the removed homogeneous sphere at the image position θI . The shear in the bundle of light
rays at image position θI is
γ =
1
2
(
θE
θI
)2
[2 + (θI/θM)
2]
√
1− (θI/θM)2. (12)
By neglecting the θE/θM and θI/θM terms, i.e., the shielding terms caused by embedding,
the above expressions all reduce to the conventional non-embedded values for the point mass
lens. These results represent a significant simplification in our previous work on embedded
lenses and can easily be used without following the complexities of their derivation outlined
in the previous section. In Fig. 3 on the left we have plotted the shear γ as a function of θI
and have compared the embedded γ with the conventional value for a large cluster lens. The
shear is seen to differ from the conventional Schwarzschild value by more than a few percent
but only at impact angles more than 15 θE, i.e., in the weak lensing regime. In Fig. 3 on
the right we have plotted time delay differences caused by embedding. These differences are
primarily due to the potential part of Eq. (7) differing from the Schwarzschild value at large
primary image angles. The generalization of the point mass lens equation to spherically
distributed and arbitrarily distributed lenses is given in the next section.
VI. EXTENDINGTHE EMBEDDED LENS THEORY TODISTRIBUTED LENSES
The point mass theory is of limited usefulness on the scale of clusters. Fortunately the
above simplified theory is easily generalized to lenses with arbitrarily distributed mass, once
11
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FIG. 3. (Left) Embedding corrections to the image shear γ for a 1015M⊙ cluster lens. The source
and lens redshifts are zs = 1.0 and zd = 0.5, respectively. The solid blue curve is the shear, γ, and
the dashed red curve is the fractional difference in the image shear, ∆γ/γ, caused by embedding.
Both are plotted as a functions of θI/θM where the Einstein ring radius is θE =52
′′.6, the void
radius is θM =32
′.8, and θE/θM = 0.027 is the vertical dotted line. (Right) The difference in
the embedded time delay and the conventional Schwarzschild time delay, ∆T −∆TSch, computed
using Eq. (7) and the Schwarzschild equivalent for the primary and secondary images, is plotted
as a function of source position angle θS/θM . The time delay difference is given in months for
four point mass lenses, m = 1015M⊙, 10
14M⊙, 10
13M⊙, and 10
12M⊙ (respectively top to bottom
curves). The small vertical ticks on each curve are at respective θE/θM values.
it is observed that the order δ1 lens equation (5) is the same as the classical lens equation for
the superposition of a point mass and a distributed mass lens with negative projected surface
mass density Σ(θI) ≡ Σcrκ(θI), where κ is given in Eq. (11) and Σcr ≡ c
2Ds/4piGDdDds is
the conventional critical surface mass density [36]. This leads to the immediate observation
that we can generalize, to this order of accuracy, lens equation (5) to include any transparent
spherically symmetric mass
θS = θI −
θ2E
θI
[
f(θI)−
(
1−
[√
1− (θI/θM)2
]3)]
, (13)
where f(θI) is the fraction of the actual distributed mass lens within the impact cylinder
defined by θI (equivalently the fraction projected within the impact disc defined by θI).
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Because the exact Einstein models are known, the Lemaˆıtre-Tolman-Bondi metrics [37–39]
embedded in FLRW, this result can be confirmed by rigorously extending the work done
in Refs. [1–4]. The generalization to any distributed lens, confined within the lens but not
necessarily spherically symmetric, is also obvious
θS = θI +
Dds
Ds
α0(θI) + θI
(
θE
|θI |
)2(
1−
[√
1− (|θI |/θM)2
]3)
, (14)
where α0 is the conventional bending angle without embedding. This result cannot be
readily confirmed because the relevant Einstein solutions are not known. Nonetheless, it
should be correct to order δ1. Image properties for these transparent lenses can be obtained
much as they were for the point mass in Eqs. (9)–(12). Because of the simple dependence
of these lowest order embedded lens equations on angular diameter distances, they should
also be valid for any FLRW background models, not just spatially flat cosmologies.
The simplified and generalized transparent lens theory presented in this paper is expected
to be useful for studies of weak lensing by galaxy clusters, cosmic shears, and lensing of the
CMB radiation by large scale structures. An investigation of the late time ISW effect caused
by embedded galaxy clusters and cosmic voids using the formalism developed in this paper
is in preparation.
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